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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

There is a sign at the West gate to Kootenay
National Park that says, "The Mountains shall bring peace
to the people." This is in essence, I believe, the spirit
of VOC. We all have fun at the parties, but it is the
climbing and skiing trips off into the mountains that are
helH in fondest memory. How well we all remember the days
spent up Mt. Seymour, the Baker Ski Trips, the Long Hike,
tow skiing, the Christmas Yoho Trips, and the glory of
Garibaldi in the Spring!
This is what VOC really is to all of us, and this
is what we get out of it. But how much do we individually
put back into the club in proportion?
In any organization the responsibility of maintain
ing standards is the duty of each member, and VOC is no
exception. It should not rest on a mere handful of indi
viduals to point out such things as rules on club funct
ions, time for safety on a climb, or menial tasks of clean
up.
VOC is building slowly and steadily, and its accom
plishments are greater every year. It is up to us to see
that this precedent is maintained.
Remember, this is your club, it is up to you.

Ian Stirling
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HERE IS V0C1
A great crowd of VOC'ers started the '61-62 year off
by gathering at the home of Cathy and Jean Finley for the
annual Old Members' Party. Girls and beards were eyed with
equal amazement. Some people danced, most people sang, but
everyone talked I It wasn't until all the beards had been
pulled and the summer stories *n times retold that an end
came to this enjoyable evening of reunion.
s

The VOC-sponsored Splash 'n' Dance in the War Memor
ial Gym drew a large crowd of lighthearted individuals who
danced away the evening beneath a decor of fishnets and
seaweed. In spite of the drizzling rain a few hardy souls
did splash in Empire Pool before joining the masses in the
gym which throbbed till the wee hours with the sounds of
everything from the Salty-Dog to the Twist.
This year the Long Hike was again held at Woodfibre
amidst the delicate setting of low tide and sulphur fumes.
(One new member was heard to exclaim "It's a gas, man I"
before he succumbed to the fumes). The clear, sunny
weather on the boat-ride up was, of course, a bluff and
the rain and mist and snow on Sunday were accepted with a
casual shrug of the (wet) shoulders. New Members list
ened skeptically to the tales of the lovely alpine coun
try through which they were hiking as they dutifully trom
ped up Mt. Roderick and down again.
That night, a hot dinner, skits, films, singing, and
the clomp-tromp of dancing soon finished off the few who
had any energy left after the day.
The last morning produced more films and an indoor
rock school before the jog home and the assault on Vict
ory Square for a last sing-song.
The night of the Halloween Party was frosty and
icy, but 180 people thumper) and jounced the Seymour Cabin
back to life in an atmosphere of grinning pumpkins, cob
webs, streamers, and spook costumes. After the hot tur
key dinner, time-out was held for a scavenger hunt.
Shadows and shrieks bewitched the fir-trees as the quest
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for an "eye-less" needle began. Later the costumes were
inspected by Judge Kersey from his honorary chair - a red
plush-covered toilet seat! The prize went to Byron Olson
for his hat with its embedded hatchet and dripping blood.
Workhikes were held near and abroad, over hill over
trail, through the rains or warm haze of autumn weekends.
A friendly and meaningful introduction to the club for
new members; renewed fellowship for older members.
For
instance, lured onward by the scent of pepperoni and bjue
cheese, 15 tyros sprinted up to Kulshan Cabin at Mt.Baker
for a day of sweeping, shaking mattresses, chopping logs,
yodelling, looking at the view, and taping heels in prep
aration for the hike down. A time for first impressions.
Certainly the most vivid was the vibram sole-print on
Judy Kaffka s forehead!
c

On toward the Christmas exams a skating party was
shared with the Varsity Christian Fellowship Club on the
small ice-rink at the back of the Forum. After a few hil
arious hours spent in renovating the world of skating, the
crew moved to Guy Wilson's house where many delicious re
freshments helped to console the "renovated" muscles.
This winter a special effort was made by President
Nick Close and Cabin Marshal Ken MacKenzie to encourage
use of the Seymour Cabin. Every weekend during skiing
season found VOC members eager to match wits with the castiron stove, to risk all on the "Alway Mush" and to join the
impromptu twist parties in the evenings, During the Christ
mas holidays a loyal group hosted the local mount, and on
New Year's Eve enjoyed a sumptuous feast prepared by Carole
Russell.
Torch-light skiing at night became popular as winter
progressed and the snows deepened. The Twin Tows Hill it
self was spot-lit on certain weeknights for skiing, all to
add an exciting flavour to VOC activities.
Summoned by the music of Ken MacKenzie's accordion,
an exuberant group laden with packs and skis gathered at
the Bus Stop on February 2 and was soon speeding through
the night for far-off Stevens Pass. Saturday offered mis
erable fog and rain, although the snow slopes were in good
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condition - when they could be seen. Sunday dawned bril
liantly sunny with promise of a really good day of skiing.
Hah! People who had gone out and bought swim-fins the day
before now found that they needed ice-skates. Try as they
might, no one could put a dent in the slopes. The Seventh
Heaven Hill, like a monstrous ice cube, was terrifying.
One learned more about ski technique riding up the chair
lift and observing the experts welden so wonderfully be
low, Nevertheless, the weekend was painted with revelry,
singing and music and, too soon, was over. Upon arriv
ing home that night many found themselves to be very sore
ly behind .......hmm-n-n?
;

The Open House Party on February 24 climaxed the
winter's activities at the Cabin, It was an evening of
laughter and dance. After Lynne Filgiano won the Goon
Hat Contest (was hers the one bearing a portable outhouse?)
Ian Stirling and Ric Sebastian enlightened the audience
about certain eating methods in the Common, Block. The
Girls' Chorus Line rapped the knuckles of the VOC boys with
a song and dance number entitled "If You Don't Want a Mao,
Copy Me"
The Boys' Chorus Line, coached by Gail Robin
son, did an uproariously funny rag-time dance highlighted
by a strip-tease burlesque, The singular thrill of the
evening was for Mr, Morton, the Honorary President of
VOC, He was awarded the privilege of bestowing the "Prize
of the Ren Garter" upon the winning legs of the Girls*
Chorus!
The following day the Damn Downhill was raced in
gorgeous sunshine. Marion Gardiner,, winner of Ladies B
Class 157 seconds), commented upon the race; "It „„ <,,.„.,
began at the top of Mystery with a steep part like a
rollercoaster. Then you joggled down a slope and through
this little shute - ZAP
onto a flat lake at the bottom.
If you had been fearless you skiied through the gate; if
not, you walked through. The first time down I knocked
over all the flags. Kids had fallen all over the hill.
Ian split his pants, Gill snow-plowed down the steep
parts, Reggy flipped in the air, and that fat boy went
down the hill into the creek." Thus is the name of race
justified. The other winners in this race were; Ladies
A: Robin Kennedy (48.5 seconds), Ladies C: Pam Thomas
(2:04.5), Men's A: Kim Deane (33.4 seconds), Men's B;
George Massey (44.0 seconds).
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On campus there was much in the air, what with enter
taining meetings, throwing presidents in the zoology pool,
the annual photography contest, lectures on climbing, and
VOC's valiant contribution to Intra-mural sport: "Last Wed
nesday our team did quite well - we only lost by 13 points.
Let's see lots of guys out at the next practise!"
The Spring Reunion Banquet on March 16 was held again
at the Gleneagles Golf and Country Club in West Vancouver.
Dr. J. 0. Wheeler of the Geological Survey of Canada was
the guest speaker and showed some most interesting slides,
(Dr. and Mrs. Wheeler are Honorary President and Vice-Pres
ident this year). Dinner and dancing were followed by a
wonderful after-party at the home of Marion Gardiner. The
evening was a gay clincher for the winter program of VOC.
Examtime brought silence and dreams. At the end of
April, however, VOC bur?t forth upon a vigorous summer
schedule for members in the Vancouver area
It began and
ended at Garibaldi; in between, some sunshine was reported.
Each weekend parties sallied out into the mountains, still
coated with snow in May and June. For the weekdays the
Summer Committee, with Chairman Dave Higgins and Secretary
Ann Charlton, organized tennis at Kitsilano, Folk Dancing
at Stanley Park, and Rock School at the North Van Quarry.
The Rock School was especially popular. After tussling with
the slabs, weekend plans were languidly discussed on the
cliff-tops until darkness sent the "students" to a member's
house for refreshments and more banter.
In midsummer a great clan invaded Mt. Baker for the
"Slush Bowl Race", The balmy June weather and the worthy
occasion inspired strange outfits, varying from nothing
(much) but a top hat (Tony Little) to a flowing black gown
(J. Van Tets). In the hot afternoon when the snow.began
oozing comfortably down the North Face, the gang laughingly
retreated to a real beach at Point Roberts, there to enjoy
a party hostessed by Marilyn Young.
As the carefree summer drew to a close, the problem
of a new site for the Long Hike was discussed at length.
Various reconnaissances were made to investigate Port Mellon,
Mount Cheam, South Garibaldi, and Port Alberni, but only the
latter showed fair possibilities. A Long Hike at Alberni to
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climb Mt. Arrowsmith was seriously considered until word
came that the sewage disposal unit of the Coomb's Community
Hall could not accommodate the VOC - imagine! Another
journal must tell of the sojourn at Mt. Elphinstone.

* ** * * * *
TO THE GIRLS OF VOC
Now I say, it seems to me,
That the girls of VOC
Are a pretty and sturdy skookum lot.
I've even heard in words.
They play tackle for the "birds,
But cook they can and dinner's always hot.
"Climbing now!" you say.
And she's ready on belay,
And should you fall the rope is always tight,
Though it's not because she likes you
For in fact she'd rather spike you
But she wants to do the Salty Dog tonight.
Well, they make no grumble sounds
With a pack of ninety pounds,
But wait, my lad, for early light of mornings
They'll dump you in the snow.
Screaming, "Where'd my knickers go?!."
You can never say you didn't have a warning.
They're like statues on the fountains,
Are these maidens of the mountains,
So a toast would seem in order now to me;
We would give without compunction,
But this is a 'ficial function,
So -- cheers you hardy girls of VOC!

Anon.

GRAD NEWS

FRED ROOTES, SEV HEIBERG, and DON LYON are prep
aring for the 1963 Canadian Himalayan Expedition. Plans
include climbing a mountain.
DON FLOOK is with the Canadian Wildlife Service.
JOHN RICKER is still plodding around the South
Pole.
BRUCE AND DIANE WARD & FAMILY are in good shape at
Tokiotoa, N. Z.
KEN HUNT is a member of the VOC Expeditionary Force
in Europe (VOCEFE). He analyzes soybeans at the U. of
Edinburgh between climbing trips.
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PAT DUFFY remains at Calgary with the family.
KARL RICKER, VOCEFE, decided to give up Europe, Asia,
Australia, and the South Pole to return to UBC.
BOB MCFARLANE is playing Jungle Jim in the rain for
ests of East Pakistan.
DON BROWN, KEITH ALLAN, DENNIS HOLDEN, FRED BENNET,
and BETH CHILCOTT swell the ranks of the Expeditionary
Force.
DICK STREET, VOCEFE, was at Mt. Anton, Austria, and
is presently developing a new ski area near Alta, Utah.
JACK BOULDING, VOCEFE, boosts the European economy
by making electric ovens on the shores of Lac Geneve.
JERRY VAN TETS, VOCEFE, decided to return to UBC
after studying cormorants in Europe.
MARGE SCHMELLIE, VOCEFE, damaged a ski limb in
Europe. She returns to Toronto, of all places.
CARMAN SMITH is evidently working all over the place.
"BUGS" THOMPSON and DICK LAZENBY were also skiing in
Europe. They also came back.
WENDY SUTTON is back in Vancouver for a while after
four years in West Pakistan.
NORM HANSON was recently married.
BILL MARTIN has returned to UBC to study medicine.
SUE TATEM is off for a go at New Zealand.
BYRON OLSON, DAVE KENNEDY, and KEN BAKER made a
successful attempt at Mt. Waddington. Dave is interning,
Byron is back at UBC in architecture, and Ken is still
building houses.
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MURRAY WRIGHT defends our skies with the R.C.A.F.
DR. NEIL CARTER has returned to retire on the West
Coast.
DR. J. 0. WHEELER is recuperating after a summer
with a largely-VOC crew in the Selkirks, Rockies, and Monashees.
TERRY BROWN is taking his Masters in physics at MIT.
JEAN SHARP is playing Mickey Mouse in the Faculty
of Education.
NADENE GWYER is also Educating.
FRAN MAGWOOD teaches little homewreckers at Lord
Byng.
SANDRA CALDWELL, VOCEFE, is back to Grade One after
a summer with the Force.
SANDY ROBINSON is still tromping around the local
mountains. He is also working on plasma physics at UBC.
JOHN PRINGLE upholds the Far Eastern Section of VOC
At Chalk River and is reported to be planning a bold ass
ault upon Mt. Martin (1300 ) across the Ottawa River.
s

SONIA STAIRS, successful career girl, is applying
her maths and physics to the Dupont IBM program, in Montreal,
SUSIE LEUCHTE and REG WILD have begun the selfless
life of teaching. Susie is in the Queen Charlotte Islands
and Reggy in the jungles of North Vancouver.
HU NAYLOR paid a quick visit to Vancouver on his way
from the Yukon to Montreal. This, he claims, is the short
est route to New Zealand.
ROY HYNDMAN remains at UBC to Master in engineering
physics.
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SHADES OF SHUKSAN
Aug. 19-20, '61.

Randy Harrison

"Tove phoned and wanted to know if...."
she can come, you idiot 1"

"Of course

With these emotion-filled words the dreams of the
all-male Shuksan expedition, consisting of John Clement
and myself, were shattered by the coming of beautiful blue
eyed Toye Monsen into our midst
Hi-de-ho to the border
we did go, where after a rather long look at our companion
the customs officer was hearH to mumble "yeah man!" as we
shot away in a cloud of camel dung and datestones (the
exotic touch). The Lake Anne trail soon fell beneath the
might of our intrepid crew and the evening rewarded our
conquest with a magnificent fiery sunset and an encore of
shimmering stars.
Despite much wishful thinking the morning finally
came, and extracting ourselves from the bags we slowly
woke to the accompaniment of a rasping primus. In the
early morning hours several groups passed and repassed one
another as they groped for the trail still hidden in the
night.
Daylight pushed back the morning darkness as we rea
ched the Fissure Chimneys. The scramble up to the top was
continually interrupted as we paused to look back at the
massive cone of Baker donning her fluffy pink neglige'.
However, being terribly decent types, we did not watch for
long and (eventually) averted our eyes, hurrying up, to
plod across the glacier to Hell's Highway,
As we came out'of the blue-shadowed circque we start
ed to tingle with warmth from the new-found sun
One
third of our party glowed, but John and I sweated as we
slowly slogged up the blinding and ever-softening snow to
the final summit pyramid, where hop-skip-scramble put us
on top less than five hours after leaving our camp at Lake
Anne. What else to do but lie in the sun and enjoy a
leisurely lunch?
3

We began our descent just as the last party, which
had been the first to leave in the gloomy morning darkness,

F a c e s in the

Crowd
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was climbing the final rock pitch. Running and sliding, we
hurried down the glacier, resting only briefly before des
cending the chimneys, to be deposited in a state of exalted
gaiety on the winding trail home.

*

*

%

*

THE ANDERSON RIVER PEAKS
Sept, 21, '61

Dick Culbert

Rumors and counterclaims had been drifting in for some
time concerning "fabulous" peaks at the head of Anderson
River. Apparently my friends didn't have much faith in pro
spectors' tales, because I found myself driving up to Alex
ander's bridge alone on Saturday night. Gus Milligan, a
local information contact backed up the part about spectac
ular mountains, but claimed a five day minimum for such a
trip. He over-estimated the approach; I under-estimated
tife mountain.
Sifting through logging gates at night, I camped above
the Anderson, Descending with the dawn, I forded, and made
fast time to the forks. The main ridge from the forks led
to alpine country in \V hours of walking, An hour later I
crossed a knoll and was brought up short, A summit ahead
rose in a series of the most flawless granite slabs I've
Hen,
Cliffs dropped to the east that might put the Squam
ish Chief to shame, A naked feeling around the shoulders
was due to a forgotten rope, The only route was downright
exposed, and was followed by a high granite silo.
2

I chose to go for the farther one, but a 1500 foot
slab canyon intervened. It took several hours of grade
four tip-toeing to reach the objective. I happily connect
ed lines of bush etc, to push up a sweatless route, only to
find the first summit had been higher. Time and storm
prevented an attempt on the high peak while returning, and
so I hiked for the Anderson, losing my ridge as usual.
Guessing as to where I had come down, I raced the shadows
out of the valley. The sunset won, and I stumbled on the
road in the pitch dark. Alas, i t was the wrong road.
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RETURN TO THE PESHASTINS
Nov. 11-12, '61.

Ted Stevens

When Armistice Day rolled around again, the usual
crew set out on their pilgrimage to Long Park, the Co-op Oto
fill out the yearly VOC equipment order), the Tumwater Tow
ers, and the Peshastin Pinnacles.
Gordon Dunham, Bruce McKnight and Ted Stevens left
Vancouver in Gordon's slinky white Pontiac as early as poss
ible after classes on the Friday afternoon, Dunham kicked off
the weekend in grand style by trying to pay for a package of
cigarettes with an American $100 bill.
Tumwater Canyon lies east of Stevens Pass. The
Tumwater Towers are a series of pinnacles and outcroppings
along both sides of the canyon. Bruce McKnight led the usual,
although somewhat difficult, route up Piton Tower, belayed
by Glen Woodworth and Tony Ellis. The others climbed nearby
Rattlesnake Rock, and tried an impossible without-bolts route
on Piton Tower. Jeanette Kuzenko found that she is the wrong
shape for a successful chimney technique. As a reward for
the afternoon's endeavours, the group spent an exciting
evening-on-the-towns in Leavenworth and Wenatchee, and then
returned via Cashmere to the orchard at the base of the
Peshastin Pinnacles. Just as the crew was sacking out, a
car came careening through the apple trees, and lo and behold,
Culbert arrived.
In the morning everyone missed church, though
intentions were good, and instead climbed various and sundry
routes on Orchard Rock. Tony and Jeanette discovered them
selves stranded on top of the rock but when left alone for
a while, managed to find their own way down.
Bruce led an easy bolt route up the Trigger Finger,
and from a precarious belay position atop the Finger, brought
up anyone who dared to follow. After everyone had done the
Trigger Finger, two rope parties started the traverse of the
Dinosaur, a tricky friction climb. Near the end of this
climb, two American climbers were encountered, amiable types,
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and a combined Canadian-American party made the second re
corded ascent of the (blush) Husky's Tits. Stevens and
Kuzenko were guinea pigs for a new method of semi-aided
ascent and descent. This method was proven successful, al
though Stevens still bears the scars of rope burns. An
interesting rappel technique was also demonstrated. A rope
was thrown over the pinnacle, and with one of the American
boys and Jeannette as an anchor on the one side, the second
Yanqui rappelled the opposite side, gently.
There are many, many routes to be climbed in the
Peshastin Pinnacles, and numerous of these were being tried
and completed at the same time as the above mentioned.
Dunham ied an exciting free route on Donald Duck Rock, a
route on which he has since had to use pitons
f

After the better part of Sunday had been used up, two
cars left for Canada, while Culbert and C o . remained to do
Grand Central Tower, which has a number of overhanging
routes. Woody and Tony drove straight home like good little
boys, while the ghostly white Pontiac. piloted alternately
by Dunham and Stevens and accompanied by. Kuzenko, slithered
quickly back through the weekend traffics, Customs, and fog.

THE TOD CHRISTMAS TRIP
s

Xmas 61-62

Hu Naylor

Twas the night after Christmas and nearly everyone
made it. Something like 28-35 skiers (the actual number
never was determined) assembled in the plush confines of
the Okanagan Beach Hotel i'it Penticton. Here we discovered
that we were to be the fortunate beneficiaries of the
natives in their attempt to push the local ski development
at Apex. Hence coffee, sandwiches, movies, and free prop
aganda.
The hill at Apex left various impressions. The facil
ities were only partially completed, all the bugs had not
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been removed from the Poma, and nasty little rocks and snags
marred some parts of the hill. This made for some fun.
The next stop was Vernon and Silver Star. The first
day's skiing was near perfect. The next day brought a severe
snowstorm and more bugs in the Poma. Both these difficulties
were rrfftiigated late in the afternoon and those who were pat
ient enough to wait, enjoyed the deep virgin powder snow which
had developed during the day.
Evenings found us at the local refreshment centre or
listening to Hans Gmoser documenting his ski film. Hans
joined the group in the auto court later to sing a few racy
songs ( in a strange language, so as not to corrupt the sweet
young things). During the day he gave support to a popular
notion that spring, not Christmas, is perhaps- L more suitable
time for ski mountaineering.
The evening of Dec. 29 found the crew, a picture of
depravity, stumbling through {& mile of snow-covered field
leading to the Kamloops Outdoor Cabin at Rose Hill, just south
of Kamloops. Decadence was now prospering and with the grad
ual loss of conveniences (sic) associated with civilization,
such as running water and electricity, segregation was aband
oned.
For the next three days the routine was: an early awa kening, breakfast (courtesy of Prevost*s catering services),
a rapid trip to a local gas station for routine morning
affairs (the CPR didn't even boast a mirror), and then off
for a day's skiing. The run down was so exciting that Higgins
forgot to look where he was going and a tree hit him. As a
result, he had to be carried down the hill.
The evenings were spent listening to Kersey play "You
Are My Sunshine", and stoking the fire. Pam provided the
crew with a treat in the form of roast turkey and all the
trimmings on Mew Year's Eve. A typical VOC party followed.
The final evening was spent at an all-Rock-and-Roll type
dance in Kamloops. It was here that Cathy amazed the locals
with her version of ski exercises done to jive music, and
Dave Hardie had three dances with a Christmas Tree before he
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noticed something strange about the situation.
Most agreed the tour was worthwhile. With the com
pletion of the Apex and Tod developments it will be even
more so.
CHRISTMAS SKIING IN YOHO
Xmas '61-62

Stella Barbour
A Ballad of Twin Falls

All the turkeys were eaten, yes Christmas was done
and the city, now drowsy, slept after the fun.
At the CPR station this languor prevailed — ,
(The trainmen tried weakly their yawns to keep veiled.)
But THEN something happened; their faces turned white,
Comprehension escaped them at such a fierce sight:
Had the Stanley Park Zoo freed its creatures to roam?
"No, no! Tis the VOC -- LOCK UP THE DOME!"
Yet the warning came tardy; this lusty young band
Beat conductor, five porters, the agent at hand,
To plant Willie (their flag) in the car with the view.
Until midnight he reigned, then politely withdrew.
In the Rockies at last, where the powder lay thick,
Our skiers sped off up the Yoho so quick
That by nightfall their trail was at Takkakaw Falls.
By the light of Orion, his zodiac pals,
They raced through the forest — their breath turned
to frost,
But Twin Falls by midnight, whatever the cost!
On the switchbacks the casualty rate struck a high,
But due to their fearless guide Sam they got by -"Just ten minutes more," he would shout from the bend,
and some forty later he'd shout it again.
Friend Goard kept the path clear -- he swept every branch
With a broom that provoked lengthy comments in French,
The only misfortune was Ric's when he found
That Philosophy helps not a whit six feet down -He somewhat misjudged a large tree in his haste;
Not a hole, but a CRATER he flayed at its base.
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In short time however, the hut was in sight;
The advance party ushered them in from the night
With welcoming cheers (or was it the food
Which was cheered with such glee? for it\ s&ems that this
Brood had lived several days on a diet of tea:
Their chef, Teabag Oz, had a strange receipe.
The secret came out when he later confessed
"Well, I passed Grade Eight home-ec at par with the best%"!
In the five days that followed our gay twenty-five
Skied mountains, skied cols, did their best to derive
All the pleasure this white alpine land could provide Where the snow' cornice shifts on the cold mountainside.
They adroitly manoevred the "Notch" on the way
Up to Whaleback where skiing was best some would say,
Whereas others preferred skiing over the Col
(Though indeed they ate lunch on a vertical wall.)
An avalanche threatened to carry this group
Down the hill but a quick-thinking lad in the troop.
Named "Lockhart", the few who survived will profess,
Filmed an accurate record of all this distress.
Their sorties included some difficult rounds;
For replenished with Ryecrisp their strength knew no bounds.
Isolation was conquered and Yoho was beat;
Bruce McKnight climbed "The Roof", a most intricate feat.
The sun cleared the pink morning mist one bright day
To discover the des Poilus group on their way;
The glacier stretched open, so vast; and the sun
Made snow crystals spark on the long downward run.
The nights in the cabin were full of regales
T?ke twenty-five people and each with a tale;
Add chatter, some chess, and a fast game of Whist,
And mix in some steam and the gas lantern's hiss.
While Byron delivers the weather report
Sweet Sonia insists chucklebelly s good sport.
Happily time rambles on in this fashion,
Till hot lemon jello is brought in by Gail.
5

Now all things must end, and this wintertime tale
Could prove no exception. Our crows sang farewell
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To the mountains and sadly set off on their skis,
Left Twin Falls behind them, deep in the trees.
Once more undisturbed are the des Poilus snows,
Now the Trolltinder sleeps though an icy wind blows;
The VOC gone, Yoho feels not bereft,

The Monarch, in Field, alone grieves that they^ve left.

CLIMBS ON THE SQUAMISH CHIEF
Byron Olson
North Gully (Winter Ascent '62
Following a west coast storm that dumped a foot of
snow on the lower Mainland, Jim Baldwin, Jim Sinclair, Tony
Cousins and I, decided to attempt a winter ascent of the
Stawamus Chief's North Gully. Our gear consisted of 4 or
5 pitons, a hammer and a rope. Leaving the car at the
bridge, we bushwacked to the base of the gully and began the
ascent.
The first chockstone was passed to the left on an easy
rock. Chockstone number two, usually .surmounted on the
right, was plastered with ice and presented a problem. How
ever, Baldwin ingeniously crawled under the chockstone and
dug a hole up the rock, ice and snow. Being the stoutest of
the quartet, I nearly became stuck. Chockstone'No. 3 was
passed by climbing through a cave underneath it.
We clawed our way over the final chockstone and some
large boulders well-coated with snow. The final pitch was
quickly surmounted and we were soon thawing ourselves in
front of a blazing fire. After trudging across the snowy
slabs on the summit dome, we trotted down the back trail and
home.
South Gully (Winter Ascent '62
In January, Jim Sinclair and I attempted the South
Gully of the Squamish Chief. It was a hideous weekend 1 We
carried far too much equipment, the weather was foul, the

•
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gully clogged and the rock rotten. Darkness overtook us
halfway up, forcing us to bivouac for 12 hours in the drip
ping mess while the warm little lights of Squamish blinked
at us from below throughout the night. The following day we
completed the climb having spent 28 hours in misery.
A few weeks later, Ken Baker and I did the same climb
in 7 hours.
South South Gully (Winter »62)
The S.S. Gully, however, is the most enjoyable gully
climb on the Chief. It is also the shortest. The lower
half is rotten and dirty but is followed by a pleasant
ridge and a series of ledges offering good climbing.
The route we chose required 4 pitons for aid and one
for protection, but the gully has since been climbed free
by a jamb-crack, left of the aid route.
We descended to the back trail by a series of trav
erses on ledges and a greasyslide down a long cedar branch.

*

*

*

*
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BEN LOMAND - SKY PILOT AREA
Feb. 10-11, '62.

Ric Sebastion

Party: "who" Naylor, (Noble Leader), Rand Harrison,
Bruce McKnight, Bill Brain, June Prevost, P. T. McKenzie.
Linda Waterman, Diana Clark, Sonia Stairs, Ric Sebastion,
(chronicleer). Also McCutchen and the boys, and four oth
ers who shall remain unnamed.
How it all happenedsB. McKnight and passengers composed the advance party
(cause we got there first). A short, invigorating hike took
ue to the cabin*, Group A, advance party (L. Waterman and
yours truly, considerably outdistanced Group B, advance
party (B. McKnight and D . Clark, who remained suspiciously
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far behind, it being an exceedingly good night, what with a
full moon and all. Group A, advance party found the cabin
already occupied (as did all subsequent groups) by
McCutchen and the boys, a hardy group of young-uns. But
the cabin was clean and warm and good to be inside of.
The sound of roaring primii signalled fodd, and all
therefore ate, P, T, had a large quantity of hamburgered
moosemeat, which he gave to anyone who had enough guts to
take it. Thence, early to bed, early to rise, an idea
shortly shafted by numerous yattering females and numerous
poor jokes, Phil McCutchen, boy wonder, shut up the girls,
and everyone else, with a real lulu of a joke loaded with
whatever it takes that makes some jokes unacceptable in
polite company. Anyhow we got to sleep. One hour later
the party of four personages "dropped in" after a party in
Vancouver. The ensuing uproar lasted considerable time.
Two hours later an alarm clock told us it was time
to rise and shine. Another two hours - we rose. The sun
shone. Breakfast and roaring primii were accompanied by
a bearded voice: "I have some very nice moosemeat."
Readying for the trail, R. Harrison and P.T.McKenzie
kindly offered to carry all lunches in their packs (subtle
move - please note).
On our way - "who", noble leader, nobly led us up
every avalanche slope in sight. The summit assault party
(Bill Brain, R. Harrison, P.T. McKenzie, 1 0 pounds of
moosemeat, and yours truly), soon outstripped all others,
B, McKnight was conspicuous by his absence. It was later
learned he had become a social climber.
From a ridge we saw Mt. Ben Lomand. Very impressive,
All decided to climb it. All decided to climb it another
day, when perhaps it might move nearer to the cabin. All
decided to climb Mt. Shear, not impressive but a damsite
nearer.
The assault began. The mountain, iced up and treach
erous, repulsed the forces of dynamic good looks, technique
and perseverance, but finally succumbed under the weight of
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10 pounds of moosemeat. The summit was attained. Exalting in
the joy of mountains, sun and powder snow, P. T. cried rap
turously, "Anybody want some fried moosemeat? Please?" The
assault party was famished. However by a previous subtle
move (see note) we had eight lunches for four people. The
masses starved. A few hours, several yodels and manifold
burps later, we started down. Bill Brain learned, much to
his surprise, that when a person is being belayed down a face,
he is not supposed to hold onto the rope with both hands.
After a fine ski run down, we found several hungry, dis
gruntled people back at the cabin, McKenzie, always the
peacemaker, offered them some broiled moosemeat.
Back at the cars, mass confusion - people lost, lost
people found, finders of lost people lost, finders found,
finders of finders lost, and found; who's trunk won't open,
who's going with "who". Everybody rode home with empty trunks
and packs on their laps. Great fun I
5§s
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YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL A GARIBALDI MAN
May 1962

Ann Prevost
Dick Daly

He was such a nice boy before Garibaldi. I suppose
it's the glazed stare and the dreadful beard and the perpet
ual scratching that cause all the mothers to call their child
ren into the house when he comes swinging down the street with
a jangle of crampons and carabiners.
So just to be polite I asked him how the weather was,
and can you believe it, he waved his arms and spluttered and
said the weather was cold and sunny and hot and icy (when you
could see it) but that gradually the snowfalls diminished and
the peaks appeared for longer stretches every day and that man
began to conquer the elements (for instance keeping up with the
drifts on the path to the John). Then there was the frozen
thunderstorm in the middle of Garibaldi Lake when the lighten
ing hummed like a bee swarm and made your ski poles crackle
and your scalp tingle; then finally the hot days; and the

The Cabin at Garibaldi
- Sketch by Marlene Hunt
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clear icy nights; and the morning hoar frost forcing the
kitchen door to screech like a banshee every time an exuber
ant party left for the nearby peaks.
As the sun grew bolder there was much uninhibited sunworshipping for those philosophers who scorned the "impure
pleasures" of Ken MacKenzie?s "climbing school" trip up Guard
Mt., or his and John Denton's ascent of Garibaldi. (Two
earlier Diamond Head parties who planned to climb Garibaldi
and Mamquam were halted by bad weather).
Then the Garibaldi Man told me how one of his cohorts
had had a vision in a dream; she was standing helplessly
by while the Barrier collapsed —midst smoke and assorted
thunder -- onto her valiant party. And valiant they were,
for having survived their leader's zealous vision and her
disorganized personality, they let themselves be persuaded
(for old time's sake) to bivouac fifteen minutes from the
cabin's warm steamy kitchen and soft mattresses. On the way,
one chivalrous member of the party dropped a young thing's
pack in the creek, and left it there to soak up at least
100 pounds of water.
Feminine logic, said the wild young man, assumes
amazing proportions in the mountains: One girl bequeathed
a contact lens to Sphinx Glacier (sentiment); another be
layed the boys with a wad of rope in her lap and her hands
in her pockets (she was cold); and a third patched her ski
pants with hearts (that girl will go places). And there
were boys too -- Don Lyon popped up for tea one afternoon to
discuss the forthcoming Himalayan Expedition with Sev
Heiberg. Not to be outdone, Asgar Bentzon lone-wolfed it
across from Diamond Head in one day, ate, slept, and hopped
down the Barrier the next morning.
And the food I The pleasures of the palate rivalled
the swish of skis. Each cooking crew did its best to outdo
the previous one. Undaunted by the lack of salt or by the
marten who pared the cottage rolls down until they looked
like pencil tips, the cooks manufactured ambrosial banquets
fit for a skier. One pair of kooks constructed bread, slices
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of which could easily have doubled as blankets, sun hats, door
mats, or climbing skins. A note of caution to prospective
mountain breaders: don't let the altitude fool you. Bread
does rise at Garibaldi Lake. In fact it rises with hideous
vengeance! For the alter-ego of an H-bomb just combine 10 lbs.
flour, 1 lb. powdered eggs, 6 yeast cakes, 1 package milk and
Vz can baking powder, then stand back!
At this point the hardened Garibaldi Man saddened as
he said, "We were standing above the Barrier with the Tantali
before us, spring had come to the valley below, we were sun
burnt and wind-blown and coated in several week-old layers of
'Screen', and someone said, "At least we'll be away from pow
dered eggs for a while year'. But it was an unconvincing
voice."
2fi

ASCENT OF MT. BAKER
May 19-21, '62.

Stella Barbour

It is ablution. Just as we are climbing above the
clouds the sun reaches over the distant seracs. Bright mists
clot and clear about; the sky begins to appear, and faces
are soon lit with a crocus-yellow glow until, beyond a dazzle,
we can see clearly above us the frozen hump of Mt. Baker,
vision-white, and cleft with blue glacier shadows. The ela
tion is remarkable. We lay our skis on the hill to watch
breathless as the fiery sun-hoop circles madly out of the
white-blown mist, and rolls furiously up its arc in a
California-blue sky. The mists slip away from the stretching
snow slopes and thick hanging glaciers as sheets from a new
marble statue. Our plodding tracks from the underworld are
lost in the folds.
As we steadily climb higher, our spirits bubble in
this morning world. It is so clean! so brilliantly white!
When we leave our skis to rope up we look down upon a humpy
cloud plain which hides all that creeping muddy world
below right up to the horizon where the sky blurs blue with
the Pacific. We look up at monarch ice walls, curving snow
layers, ragged volcanic rim-rock, and the great sliding ridges
of the main peak.
Kick, step, kick, step, snow, step, slow, step.

Up,
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up, up the steepening slopes. Three rope parties as quietly,
methodical and pathetically tiny as ants. I think of the
day before when I stood on the cliff over the Coleman glacier
watching a group of thirty Americans practise glacier tactics
among the crevasses. I laughed at the spectacle. Tiny, in
effectual specks crawling and creeping and inching and slid
ing on that frozen immensity. Great tortured ice blocks
called seracs seemed to smile scornfully and shrug their
massive shoulders to see this absurdity. Mountain trolls or
ice demons?
Now the climbers are outlined above against the
sky. kicking miles and miles up the snow incline.
Eight hours to reach the topi Such intense beauty
of sky, snow and clouds. The world below remains ensconced
in fluffy white. Every tree, river and farmland is hidden.
Only the earth giants thrust heads through the white plain.
There is Mt. Rainer, Mt. Olympus, and Glacier Peak. Garib
aldi pokes white far to the north, and the east is jagged
with the Cascades. Far, far beyond (now squint) is that
distant smudge the Rockies? The ice wind causes eyes to
water, the vision blurs.. and for a moment the imagination
see proud Victoria, laughing Hungabee, and the impassive
Cathedral.
Soon we must leave this sun-spangled reach on the
crest of the world. Jump-stepping hilariously down 2,000
feet, picking cautiously through the chaos of an avalanche
track, dashing down the white cliffs to regain the castaway
skis. The last barky drops are sucked from juice bottles,
fingers struggle with harness, and at last the impatient
skis are ready.
The powder slopes lunge downward. Turning, traver
sing, cavorting » whistling along through the cold sunny air
we let our skis write joy in the snow. Down, down, down.
Through the sunny trees to arrive at the cabin throbbing
with mountain excietment. It is while we hastily stuff the
packs that we discover the cherry burnt cheeks. In twos,
threes, we hike wordlessly through the deep firs the four
muddy miles down to the road.
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Suddenly our feet feel as numb and leaden as the cloud
layer that is now above. It is after the wet socks have been
peeled off at the cars that we may succumn to the exhaustion
which has been secretly a m a s s i n g in tortured muscles. The
vast c h a n g e in altitude makes us lightheaded. Gladly we drown
in waves of sleep,

*
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AN ACCIDENT I N THE MOUNTAINS
May 2 7 ' 6 2

B a r b a r a Whitaker

A hike to Mount Elsay became an exercise in mountain
c r a f t , f o r t w e n t y - f i v ^ V O C ' e r s when a member s l i p p e d w h i l e t r a 
v e r s i n g one o f S e y m o u r ' s s t e e p snow s l o p e s .
Ropes, i c e - a x e s ,
a First-Aid toboggan and a helicopter were used t o move a
p a i n f u l l y i n j u r e d c l i m b e r t o t h e w a r m t h and c a r e o f a h o s p i t a l .
S t i l l t h e r e i n O c t o b e r b v w e l l o n t h e way t o r e c o v e r y , Sue
Parrot r e c a l l s w i t h g r a t i t u d e t h e h e l p o f h e r f r i e n d s , a n d
h e r f r i e n d s in t u r n a d m i r e S u e ' s c h e e r f u l f o r t i t u d e ,
S u n d a y m o r n i n g , May 2 7 , was c l o u d y and c o o l when we
l e f t the VOC cabin b u t hiking i n slushy slippery snow soon
w a r m e d u s u p a n d i t w a s a g a y p a r t y t h a t g l i s s a d e d down a
snow s l o p - " o n t h e e a s t s i d e of t h e F i r s t Pump, We w e r e all
together when n e x t we b e g a n t r a v e r s i n g a " g e n t l e s l o p e " t h a t
ended i n t h e t r e e s n o t f a r below u s .
Sue P a r r o t w a s n e a r t h e m i d d l e o f t h e g r o u p as we
t a l k e d single f i l e across the h i l l s i d e ,
S u d d e n l y s h e missed a
s t e p i n t h e slushy snow., l o s t h e r b a l a n c e a n d b e g a n t o s l i d e
down t h e s l o p e .in a s h a d o w g u l l y .
She c l u t c h e d a t branches
b u t w a s not a b l e t o s t o p s l i d i n g , a n d disappeared f r o m s i g h t
d o wo. i n t h e t r e e s ,
S i x of o u r p a r t y , u s i n g i c e a x e s , c l i m b e d down t h e
steep s l o p e c o v e r e d with snow a n d r a g g e d t r e e s , a n d , g u i d e d
b y Sue's cries, w e r e a b l e to r e a c h her quickly, K e n M a c K e n z i e
f o u n d her wedged i n a m o a t f o r m e d w h e r e snow h a d receded from
the rock under a 20' cliff. Jock Worthing and Neale A l w a y ,
members of the M t . Seymour First-Aid Ski P a t r o l , and several
other boys dug through the ice and snow to reach her.
The next problem was to remove Sue from her miserable
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position under a small waterfall without aggravating her pain
ful injuries, the most serious of which was a broken leg.
This was accomplished with ropes and teamwork.
While we chopped a ledge out of the ice and snow on
which to place Sue, some of the boys went back to the main
party to get sweaters, jackets and a hot drink, while others
raced to fetch the toboggan at Brockton and alert Search and
Rescue Headquarters. We splinted Sue's leg and bundled her
as warmly as possible, then chopped another ledge in prepara
tion for the toboggan.
Throughout the ordeal Sue was amazingly calm. She
seemed mainly anxious about her glasses and the cold, for she
was wearing light clothes which were soaking wet.
The toboggan arrived within three-quarters of an hour,
and with it came word that an R.C.A.F. helicopter was on its
way from the Sea Island Airport.
We secured Sue in the toboggan, and by means of ropes,
strength, and teamwork, carried her up two difficult slopes
to a small cleared knoll upon which the helicopter could
land. We reached this space just as the helicopter arrived.
She was immediately carried inside and it was not long before
she was safe in hospital.
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THE LIONS:
June 3, '62.
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NECESSARY OR NOT?
Ric Sebastian

At some odd-gawful hour in the early ayem, a group of
hale and hardy VOC'ers gathered above Lions Bay, No sooner
were they gathered than groups plunged uphill in random
directions, attempting to affix the locii of their various
points in the general vicinity of up. Many succeeded. On
the upgrade, we proved that as a mode of rapid transporta
tion, walking was out.
Our first objective was Unnecessary Ridge. The sweet
young things ceaselessly inquired, "Is this unnecessary?"
Most agreed it was, quite. Atop Unnecessary, we disgust
the philosophic necessity of the necessity in reality of the
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obvious and necessary existence of Unnecessary Ridge. We also
ate.
By this time, we were more or less fogged in. We plod
ded on, through snow, etc., etc. Relatively soon, we found
ourselves at the base of what we assumed to be the West Lion.
Before going farther, most of us decided to wait for the
fixed rope to arrive. Now it so happened that this "fixed
rope" was a chain. It also so happened that this chain was
around the waist of one Peter Benson who happened to find it
convenient to go slowly, because it so happened that most of
the girls were going slowly, and it so happens that Pete
well, anyhow, friend Peter was among the later arrivals.
Meanwhile, those of the foreparty amused themselves by yell
ing very discouraging remarks at the advance party, who were
already on the Lion.
As it was wet, and, so Stella Barbour said, "rather
precipitous", we roped up. Egads, what an error! Mass con
fusion rained. It poured. There is one pitch on that mount
ain that should be navigated one rope (three people) at a
time. The four ropes going up converged upon two ropes com
ing down, right in the middle of this aforementioned pitch.
Right of way discussions followed. Then one Anthony Little
slyly led his rope around the side, but was forced to regroup
right in the middle of this same pitch, where 5J£ ropes were
already tangled. And then the fun began. Anyhow, we rea
ched the summit. After the clouds and crowds had cleared,
Robert Gnash decided he was frustrated and over-wrought. All
present presently declared that this was officially a nonofficial function, and proceeded to cure themselves of frus
tration and overwroughtedness. This made the trip down
somewhat easier.
And so, downward. We tip-toed over cornices back to
Unnecessary. It is reported that several of our group found
themselves exceedingly trail-weary. You know how it is, up
early in the morning, walking all day, and one should be
polite in mixed company. Anyhow, our noble nurse, Barb
Whitaker, succeeded in finding the only fully equipped public
restroom this side of Grouse Mountain. She was widely
commended, and regarded as a heroine of the people for the
next week. And so, relieved of any necessity of hurrying
down the mountain, we didn't.
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WEDGE MOUNTAIN
June 5-7, '62.

Steve Lower

Every spring, around Garibaldi-time, the sap begins to
flow in the Wedge-Rats, that sub-species of humans who have
for some years been attempting to climb the highest peak in
Garibaldi Park. And every spring, offended by the manner in
which the beauty and purity of the mountains is sullied by
blonde-bearded leaders, spilled teabags in the snow, and
(heaven help us!) transistor radios, the Gawds cause the
skies to pour forth all manner of rains, showers, mists,
sleets, snows and fogs onto the intruders, sending them back
to the warmth and shelter of P.G.E. train #2, mission unac
complished.
And so it came to pass that J.P-S. Pringle, esquire,
ha'/ing flown out from Ontario, collected John Denton and
Steve Lower, and set us out to Parkhurst on a cloudy June
5, This time, however, the Gawds had been appeased by
generous libations of roast beef and fine wines (it was
great, Byron!), and as the train left us behind, the skies
began to clear; the remainder of the trip was in fine wea
ther.
We started up Wedge Ridge around noon, packing skis
through the brush up the dry trail-less slopes. The skis
were of little use until late afternoon, when we reached
snow at 4800 ft. Camp was made on rocks at the top of a
steep cliff band.
The following day saw us off early, skiing up the re
mainder of the ridge towards Wedge-Weart Co, We crossed
southwards to the SW ridge of the summit massif via a narrow
snow ridge, where we left our skis and continued on foot up
the south side of the mountain. The thin covering of new
snow on the old made footing a bit tricky, and we proceeded
roped all the way. We reached the broad false summit
around noon, and the actual summit (to the E.) an hour later.
The approach to the latter is a highly corniced narrow
ridge, and the summit itself is so small that we had to take
turns standing on it. A pleasant ski run took us down to
timberline, and we returned to camp after wandering around
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a bit trying to find it.
On our return down to Parkhurst the next day. we
got a bit too far north on Wedge Ridge and came upon a long
abandoned logging road. It meets the highway just N. of
Wedge Creek, and may be a better access route for future par
ties.
*

*
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NORTH FACE OF MOUNT EDGE 1ST ASCENT
June 9-10, '62.
Byron Olsen
On June 9, 1962, Jack Bryan, Ken Baker, Dave
Kennedy and I decided to make an attempt on. the magnificent
north face of Mt. Edge. We arrived at the base of the 1 0 0 0
foot wall, at 7:00 p.m., prepared our bivouac on a shelf of
rock, and studied the face which rose steeply above us.
There appeared to be two direct -to-the-summit routes. With
the aid of sleeping pills we slept sitting up with our waist
slings snapped to pitons as a safety measure.
Early next morning we decided that Ken and Dave
should attempt the right hand route, while Jack and I climb
ed the left slab and inside corner system.
Ken and Dave moved up 150 feet but had to abandon
their attempt when the proposed route deteriorated into a
greasy overhang. They descended.
Jack led the first pitch on our route, up a high
angle slab corner where convenient hand and foot holds were
found. Three pitons were used for protection on this 120
foot lead. We leap-frogged up.
The next section was an easy gully cutting promi
nently across the face, upwards to the left. A well exposed
slab and vertical pitch to the right led into a chimney. A
short walk took us to a belay position behind a gendarme.
Around the corner we faced the crux of the climb: A vertical
slab. The wide-angle piton which we used for protection was
left in this pitch. Traversing to the left, then back again
to the right brought us below the final two pitches - a steep
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rotten gully. Climbing the gully for expediency (the rock to
the left is clean and would probably "go"), we soon reached
the top to be greeted by Dave and Ken who had romped up the
back. The climb had taken exactly eight and a half hours. We
enjoyed our fast glissade to the valley bottom.
This excellent rock face, easily accessible from
Vancouver, has been long neglected. It can be reached,
climbed and descended in one day, providing you take an early
start. The route is well exposed and contains excellent rock
throughout,
$
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THREE BROTHERS IN MANNING PARK
June 16-17, '62.

Dick Daly

It took twenty-nine long minutes to fit Reg Wild's
pillow into the crowded trunk of the Scarfe car. The weath
erman predicted southeast winds and rain. Even Steve Lower
was remarking on the total absence of the female element.
The sky was indeed very black.
But it was clear and sunny after we passed Hope.
We were actually talking before we reached the edge of the
park. Of course there were voices of dissention - people
talking of going fishing rather than starting up the mount
ain "right away", (note subtle crack in the wall of VOC am
bition, a growing element in later summer trips). However,
such thoughts were quickly swept aside on our reaching
Pinewoods Lodge where Parker Williams, who had driven up
from Oliver, was waiting. He led us up to the micro-wave
station before our dissenters had time to do more than buy
their fishing licenses. There was a slight delay at the
micro-wave station while Reg retrieved his pillow which was
roosting mysteriously in a tree.
We had a very scenic hike through alpine meadows
carpeted with patches of snow and glacier lilies, and off
set by the magnificent peaks to south and east. We hiked
about four miles before making camp. After being thoroughly
smoked by Neil Alway's revolving bonfire, and blown flat by
the gale-force breeze, some of us retired to the tents,
while the cynics "slept" outside -- I believe it was the
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ethical chatter of teeth that kept me awake all night.
In the morning we walked up the Three Brothers. It
was a pleasant walk, rather what I'd imagine a tramp in
the Scottish moors to be like. On the third peak we inspec
ted the cairn tube which Parker had put there the year bef
ore; it was a piece of plastic pipe with one end sealed
and the other plugged with a flask stopper. It had stayed
water-tight too.
Lacking girls we were forced to abandon the normal
peak tradition; however, Jerry added a touch of the exotic
by trying to console us with slices of the pineapple he had
lugged up from Hope.
T

P.S. It took us till almost midnight to track down the
girls and release them from the evil clutches of one Mr.
John Pringle. But, that's another story.
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MT. RAINER (14,410')
June 29-July 1, '62.

Robert Nash

Summit party, support party, preclimb meetings,
equipment lists - it was more like a minor Everest ascent
than a biannual VOC trip to Mt. Rainier.
After many changes in organization, the climbing gang
finally met Friday evening in No-man's land, much to the
worry of Canadian Customs. Then, at various speeds, wagons
proceeded to Renton where they were entertained in a cafe
by a spirited local. Camping was the next problem, but
fair comfort was found beside a partly constructed highway.
During the afternoon VOC moved out of the tents into the
cabin and watched the ropes of Mazamas come in, shoulder
their packs and disappear into the storm. At about 4 p.m.,
rope one of Lower, Story (now Wells,) Mohammed and Brown
waltzed into camp to say they thought they had reached the
top, regardless of the white-out.
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A reasonably comfortable night was spent by all. Next
morning, after a leisurely breakfast and a slow descent, we
proceeded to the White River Camp Ground where we were met
by our faithful support party.
Next morning, at some unearthly hour, the party chugged
off to fill their bellies before the climb. The starting
point of the climb ~- White River Camp Ground -- was found to
be infested with Mazamas, plus the support party which had
come down over night. Special mention must be made here to
the fact that Woody was early! Certainly for the first and
last time!
Meanwhile, the gang started up towards the Shurman hut.
Unfortunately, the Mazamas beat us and it was full. We had
to pitch tents. We ate and then hit the pit at 9 p.m.
Around 11, Benson and Nash made the camp. They had gone
looking for crampons and got lost on the trail up. Went up
the wrong glacier or some fool thing.
Two a.m., and with many groans, especially from the
Benson-Nash tent, the party staggered off after the vast
party of the Mazamas on the Emmons Glacier Freeway.
Benson and Nash were the first to turn back, owing to
the effects of their escapade of the day before. Were the
sleeping bags good or were they good!
About noon the second rope of Messieurs Clement,
Robinson, Barnes and Morin returned to say they had not rea
ched the top, having run out of time and good weather.
*
*
*
$
A POSTSCRIPT TO MT. ARROWSMITH
July 14-15, '62.

Dick Daly

Sandwiched between gooey slices of Vancouver weather
was the VOC invasion of the scorching-hot Alberni Valley.
We arrived in Nanaimo on Friday night in several different
pieces and at several different times, Robin arrived rather
shook-up after riding the ship's rocking horse all the way
across Georgia Straits, and Pete Benson arrived rather broke
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after phoning ship-to-shore all the way across Georgia
Straits. Anyway, Gordie Blake, Soup Campbell, Jonesy, and
Jim Stevens were on hand to freight the pieces out to Soup's
place on Sproat Lake,
On Saturday morning after two or three hours of sleep,
two or three hours of swimming and eating, and two or three
hours of organization, we headed toward the mountain. Those
of a weaker nature followed Woody up to the Comox Spit for
a day of eating and water-skiing. Despite our lack of sleep,
the rest of us steamed up to the West Spur at a fair speed
(by my feeble standards) where Pete discovered the joys of
melted mountain mix.
It was getting on into the afternoon when we reached
the saddle so the majority decided to dope around, take pic
tures and sun-bathe. Ted Stevens, Sandy Robinson, and I
ambled onwards and up "just to the next peak". After about
a million "next" peaks we scrambled up to the well-visited
Arrowsmith cairn. Due to smoke and haze to the north-west
we were unable to "wave to the guys on Waddington" as Barb
had instructed, so we headed back down to the little sun
burnt dots in the saddle below.
That night, after a cool swim and a chaotic dinner by
the bonfire, we were wafted off to sleep by an Italian tenor
whose arias drifted to us from across the lake.
Linda Waterman poked one eye over the edge of her ham
mock the next morning to view the rather undignified bap
tism of Barb and Robin, As a result, there was a big splash
for a Lyttle man. We all got wet, and wet we stayed all day;
we had to - the mercury fast approached the 100 mark - we
were baked, broiled and fried by the time Mr. & Mrs. Campbell
arrived with adequate loaves and fishes to feed and water
the multitudes.
After the feast, we bit-by-bit unified the remains
of a fantastic weekend into a coherent system of pieces and
rolled back toward Vancouver and the damned rain.
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AN ASCENT OF MT. WADDINGTON
June 30 - July 28, '62.

Byron Olsen

Our competition with the mountain
injures no other human competitor
by our success. Our conquest of
them ends only in the conquest of
ourselves.
- Geoffrey Winthrop Young.
Our trip is over. For all of us there will be
similar climbs in the future, but surely the first "man's
mountain" will be remembered as the best throughout our
lives. A gist of good weather, a climbing challenge of suf
ficient difficulty to make us appreciate the ease of living,
comradeship and co-operation, a vital awareness of responsi
bility to a unit climbing team - How can we forget!
Mt. Waddington, elevation 13,260", marks the high
est point in the Coast Range of British Columbia. On July
13, 1962, three of us, Dr. David Kennedy, Ken Baker, and
myself, had the honour of joining the small group of climbers
who have reached the summit of this mountain.
Ten parties have climbed the main peak since it was
first conquered in 1936 by Weissner and House. Our party was
the eighth. No less than three parties reached the summit
in the summer of 1962. Technically, the climb is not diffi
cult but is treacherous because of unpredictable weather and
snow conditions.
Mt„ Waddington has a short, but action-packed
history. In 1926, Don and Phyllis Munday of Vancouver, climb
ing Mt. Arrowsmith on Vancouver Island, sighted a distant
peak which towered above the surrounding mountains and snowfields. The peak lay in the midst of a large unmapped and
unexplored region approximately 175 miles north of Vancouver.
For several years the intrepid Mundays battled their
way through miles of B.C. jungle, forded swift glacial rivers,
outwitted grizzly bears and tramped with heavy packs as they
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attempted to reach the elusive Mystery Mountain, as it was
then called.
In 1935, the Mundays succeeded in climbing the
13,200 North West Peak only to be confronted with a vicious
gap below and a savage, knife-edged ridge leading to the
higher main summit. The Mundays were never given the oppor
tunity to set foot on the highest peak. It is well guarded
by steep rock, rotten snow, violent weather, and ice,
s

Weissner is credited with the statement that was
repeated by Sir Edmund Hillary in 1955 while circling the
peak by plane: "Mt. Waddington is probably the most dang
erous mountain, for its size, in the world!" Six climbers
have been killed in attempts to climb the mountain and are
entombed in its implacable snows.
J. Dolglush fell from the south face of the main
summit, during the 1930's and plunged down an ice couloir to
his death. In 1947, Charles Chiverick was killed in an
avalanche.
In 1960, a party of four led by John Owen camped,
for reasons unknown, below an icefall on the Lower Bravo
Glacier. It is presumed that sometime during the night, a
chunk of ice broke loose and started an avalanche that swept
the sleeping Owen party and all their belongings into a
crevasse. Their bodies were never found,
With our reasoning tempered by the mountain's
history, Ken Baker, Dave Kennedy, and I planned our expedi
tion. We prepared for all foreseeable circumstances. Ken,
a ski instructor in Banff for several years and a mountain
guide, was in charge of the equipment and transportation.
Dave, a doctor, was in charge of medical supplies. I took
charge of the food. After careful diet planning the food
supplies were bought, weighed, and packed into meals for
three men per day. Each box of double cardboard held three
or four days of food and was sealed, painted, and bound
three ways by metal bands. Numbers painted on the boxes
coincided with a master list of what the boxes contained.
They were to be air dropped at pre-arranged points on our
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journey. We concentrated on careful preparation because it
was our intention not to underestimate this famous peak.
On June 30 we finished our packing and drove to
Campbell River on Vancouver Island from where we were to fly
along Bute Inlet to our starting point at Ghost Lake. As
our plane took off from the lake, leaving us standing amidst
the dripping bushes, I was chilled by a fierce sense of isol
ation. We were in unknown country, 75 miles from civilization.
Our adventure was about to begin.
At this point, excerpts from my daily diary can
best describe our trip.
Nabob Pass (Monday, July 2)
After slogging over Memorial Pass (named in memory of John
Owen's party of 1960) we reached Nabob Pass, The view of the
Marcus Smith Range and Mt. Munday was breathtaking and spec
tacular. I have had a strange feeling all day that somehow I
am not really here. It is unbelievable but the idea keeps
occurring. Everyone is getting along fine. I lost an altit
ude guessing contest and had to cook supper. The stew was a
failure but Ken and Dave gobbled it up voraciously. Destina
tion tomorrow is Rainy Knob at the snout of the Lower Bravo
Glacier.
Over the Pass (Tuesday, July 3)
After a sleep in the open air, we woke up to find a beautiful
blue sky. After breakfast, we packed and bushwacked to the
Tiedmann Glacier nearly 1000' below us. The lateral moraine
provided us with a trail for approximately half a mile to a
washout, down which we tottered on loose boulders to the rockstrewn ice of the 16 mile long Tiedmann Glacier. Soon we were
walking through slushy, rotten snow, and with our heavy packs
we sank to our knees at every step.
Camp on the Tiedmann Glacier (Wednesday, July 4)
The weather has deteriorated to fog and rain. We will stay
in camp because this area is too vast and treacherous to
allow wandering about in the fog. And yet we cannot afford
the time to lie around camp because our airdrop is due on July
6 up in the Spearman Col at 10,200'. It is quite peaceful here-
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a little wind, quiet except for the occasional rumble of
avalanches on the nearby mountains. Our camp is surrounded
by large crevasses. I cannot resist looking down into crev
asses.
Up the Glacier (Thursday, July 5 )
Broke camp. Slogged up Tiedmann Glacier in hot sun.
Climbed to Rainy Knob and made camp overlooking the Tiedmann
Glacier. To the west, Mt. Munday with its icefalls and
hanging glaciers, and the spiky Arabesque Ridge. To the
east, the magnificent Sierras, Stilleto, and Dentiform.
Looking out of the tent while writing I am faced with the
sun-smashed, fluted, upper walls of Mt. Munday. It is fant
astic. Tomorrow - the Lower Bravo Glacier and the air drop
on the Spearman Col.
The Air Drop Arrives (Friday, July 6)
Woke up - dark and snowing; therefore no air drop. Woke
Itgain at 6:00 - wind and snow and fog. Turned over and
slept. We were awakened at 8:00 by the sound of an airplane.
We tumbled out. The clouds were breaking and soon the plane
found our campsite. It swung low toward our camp.. Boxes
began tumbling out. The first landed about eight feet from
the tent missing our packs by inches. The last fell about
a quarter mile down the glacier. Never before had I ex
perienced anything so exciting - to be "bombed" from 100
feet up with boxes that landed only yards away! After sev
eral more passes all 22 boxes had been dropped. I believe
the pilot was trying to hit the tent because 3 boxes landed
within 10 feet of it. He flapped his wings and left us as
we prepared to gather the boxes.
On the Lower Bravo (July 7 to 10)
The next few days we spent finding a route through the
Lower Bravo Glacier. We were hampered by unstable snow
conditions. On the evening of July 10 we established our
high camp in the Spearman Col. Our intentions were to make
a reconnaissance of the area between the two peaks the foll
owing day.
At High Camp (July 11)
We trouped around the base of the summit pyramid directly
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below the notch between the two peaks. To attempt the trav
erse we needed perfect weather. We decided to attempt the
normal route if the weather was not perfect. We descended
to camp and prepared for an early start.
Waiting (July 1 2 )
Woke up at 1 2 : 1 5 a.m. throats parched. In the dark we each
had a drink of water. Woke again at 3;20 a.m. Time to be
up!
We must leave shortly. Weather overcast with fog pat
ches. Dave cooks breakfast - we eat - the weather deterior
ates - we wait. We don't want to be caught on Waddington in
a blizzard. We remain in the tent.*
The Ascent (July 1 3 - 1 4 )
Lucky day? Up at 4 : 0 0 a.m. Cloud level at 9 0 0 0 ' . Break
fast - mush, raisins and hot chocolate. We have mixed feel
ings about climbing - because of the bad weather yesterday
and the fresh snow. The barometer still reads low pressure
and the clouds are rising - occasionally engulfing us in
fog. We decide to start, knowing we can always turn back.
We reach the summit pyramid and the fog swirls around us as
we dig out the gear we cached during the reconnaissance. Ken
leads off on the traverse across the lower part of the tower.
Conditions are not good. Ledges are ice-covered and chunks
of ice feathers are falling occasionally from the tower's
vertical face - splattering us with ice as we climb to the
notch. The notch, I can quite truthfully say, is the most
spectacular place I've been on a mountain. The steep gully
and face of the main summit of Waddington rise directlyahead. To either side are steep ice couloirs, Overlooking
it all, is the supreme spike of the Waddington tower approximately 5 0 0 high, perhaps 3 0 to 40 feet thick, and
vertical. Large ice feathers cling to the sides. Unbeliev
ably stupendous! I pan it with the movie camera but one
still must be here to experience the full impact of this
spectacular place. It snows a little.
1

S

We continue into the gully - the first chockstone
being the crux of the climb. The next lead brings us past
the second and third chockstones - both easy. Instead of
traversing to the left, as has been done before at this
point, we choose to climb the vertical pitch at the top of
1.' ICE FEATHERS:

MOIST AIR MASSES MOVING OVER THE MOUNTAIN LEAVE AIRY.
CRYSTALLIZED MASSES O F ICE CLINGING TO ANY PROJECTION.
THESE HANG OVER CLIFF EDGES IN SHAPES LIKE GIANT FOXTAILS AND VARY IN LENGTH FROM A FEW INCHES TO FORTY FEET.
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the rock gully. A sloping snowpatch is crossed to the right
and we enter the final snow and ice couloir. Two more ropes
lengths ...the shadow of Waddington which stretches across
a sea of clouds is nearly touching the horizon...up, up....
At last we look over the ridge, we take turns
climbing carefully onto the highest point, we shake hands...
Dave sighs and says, "so this is it!" I crank the movie
camera a few times. Ken yodels. What an excellent mount
ain !
The long shadow of the peak touches the horizon 8:00 p.m. That is no hour to be on Mt. Waddington! It is
cold and windy and a bivouac at 13,000* does not appeal to
us. We begin our descent immediately, rappelling every
pitch.
It is dark by the time we are half way down the
snow couloir but we continue slowly and carefully. Our
fingers are numb from coiling and knotting frozen ropes
that seem in the darkness to be continually tangled. Tired
and cold, we lose all sense of time. At one point, after a
long rappel, I find the tips of all my fingers hard. Frost
bite! I quickly put my hands under my armpits and the
prickling pain soon tells me everything is O.K. We continue
our descent through the clear, cold night. Occasionally
something small but annoying happens - the rope catches on
a crampon, an ice-axe drags on rock, the rope catches, etc.
and a long, sad, dismal string of swear words rallies forth.
Everyone is tired and numb, but we force ourselves to think
and move with caution in these extreme circumstances steep rock and ice, cold, wind, utter darkness, and fatigue.
We cross the notch and begin a descending trav
erse of tower, carefully fixing each belay station and rap
pel point. It is beginning to get light!
Clouds are rising again and as they part briefly we
see a most amazing sunrise. It is soon gone as the clouds
engulf us and it starts to snow. We fix our last rappel
and Ken starts down. A most impressive rappel - a 40 foot
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free rappel over an overhanging bergshrund! An eery experien ce in the fog! We hurriedly cook a soup, eat some cook
ies, and descend in the fog to high camp and rest.
First Day of Tent Confinement (Sunday, July 15)
We awoke to find ourselves in a blizzard. Our watches had
stopped during our descent so we were running on "Guessed
Standard Time", The wind whips the snow and piles it on
the tent. Ken puffs solemnly on his pipe. Dave is reading
Justrne. It looks as if we "made our visit" to the mountain's
upper domain on the only possible day. My finger tips still
have no sense of feeling. They are slightly swollen and
tingly numb - a lesson, for I had worn light cotton gloves
while a pair of wool inners and Duplon outers rested com
fortably in my pack. Dave makes supper with our remaining
food. We must return to Base Camp tomorrow.
Second Day Confined at High Camp (Monday, July 16)
Awake - tent has flapped all night •- the blizzard still
rages. Ken makes breakfast from a portion of the remaining
oatmeal (no sugar, salt or milk). We drink a little grape
Kool-Aid. At 11:30 a.m. we dress and go out because occas
ional clear patches appear. At 1:3- p.m. we return to the
tent after an abortive attempt to break camp. I make a
soup consisting of a tablespoon of margarine, a tablespoon
of oatmeal, one 2 ounce bar of dehydrated meat, and a few
cheese crumbs. No salt, Kind of a funny taste - but we
eat it. We are lying sluggishly about the tent. Ken is
cutting rope into slings, Dave is practising knot tying.
Our cramped quarters are boring and we fabricate changes of
attention. The barometer has dropped to the lowest point
that we have recorded at high camp. This mountain has cer
tainly thrown everything at us and continues to do so. We
have just had an amazing discussion on food - steaks, whip
ped cream, hot cakes, baked potatoes, etc. It is strange
how our thoughts have suddenly turned to food!
Descent to Rainy Knob - and a Welcome! (Tuesday, July 17)
Waiting for weather to clear. The wind continued to blow
fiercely all night, and we had little sleep. Clear patches
of sky began appearing, so we got up and broke camp. A
40 to 50 mile an hour wind was whipping snow across the col,
obliterating our tracks almost immediately after being made.
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The snow varied in thickness from a few inches to waist deep.
It was frustrating. Over Rocky Spur and down the Harvard
Rock Couloir. We could see people on the Tiedmann Glacier!
The Kafer Party! Someone was at our camp! It was 5:00 p.m.
We descended the final ice chute above our camp and stumbled
on wearily and hungrily. We reached camp to be greeted by
Paul Binkert - 54 year-old man of the mountains. He had
heated water and soon we were being revived by hot chocolate.
After Paul helped us to take off our packs and gave us some
thing warm to drink, he asked if we had reached the summit.
To our affirmative response he again shook our hands, more
soundly than before, and offered his congratulations - what
a wonderfully warm welcome!
We ate for four hours. As the moon rose - full - directly
over the summit of Mt. Marcus Smith, we prepared for bed.
Peace of mind settled with us for having accomplished what
we set out to do. We shook hands on our safe and complete
return.
Climbs for Relaxation (July 18-23)
Two days of rest and recuperation at the base camp on Rainy
Knob followed our descent from high camp. We prepared our
gear for a camp on the Tellot Glacier and moved across the
Tiedmann Glacier up towards the Claw Peaks Ridge. That
evening we climbed the highest Claw just for the fun of it!
The next day was spent traversing the ridge at the head of
the Tellot Glacier and climbing Tellot Peak.
Stilleto's Needle (July 24-25)
That dagger in the sky called Stilleto's Needle took our
fancy. We had two days left before moving toward Ghost
Lake for our return. On July 24 we bustled up the Tellot
Glacier and began our climb. Perfect weather and clean, dry
rock at 11,000' made it an outstanding day. We ascended
the west face via the normal rappel route. The summit was
reached at 8;30 p.m. We were named the "Night Climbers".
Five rappels placed us beside our packs and we bivouacked.
At 3:00 a.m. it was light enough to move. The weather was
beautiful, the snow hard, so we spent five hours trundling,
ecstatic but hungry, across and around the Tellot Glacier
before returning to camp. It was a wonderful end to our
expedition.
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And Return from the High Places
On the following days we returned to Ghost Lake and our
rendezvous with B.C. Airlines. After take-off we circled
the peak of Mt, Waddington, still fascinated by its sharp
crest and jagged ramparts. The north-west ridge has not
been traversed 1
%
$
$
%
PENTICTON WEEKEND
Aug.18-19, '62.

Ann Morton

Beachcombers ahoy! VOC had at last planned a trip to
do justice to the summer. On Friday we struggled out of
Vancouver, and by getting lost the right number of times,
found ourselves at the Allington's place on Skaha Lake,
There, we spread out under the pines, watched the moon rise
over the hills, and plotted our attack on the nearby peach
orchards.
Early the next day, the first of the water-skiers
cartwheeled out onto the lake -- and the fun was on! Act
ivities ceased only when the smell of 20 steaks sizzling
on the barbecue drifted down to the lake. After topping
off the meal with more peaches - and after a few flights
in the wrong direction - we miraculously found ourselves
at Hallie's home for more food and a rousing sing song.
Much later, a moonlight swim took place - then to bed with the peaches nearby, just in case.
Sunday was more of the same with trips to the Radio
Observatory and nearby fossil beds at White Lake for the
energetic people. The time flew by! Out-of-town VOC'ers
were constantly coming in to join in the fun -- and the
peaches. Finally, when evening came, we slowly packed up,
thanked our very kind and warm hosts, and - not taking
more than half a dozen wrong turns -- found ourselves ag
ain in Vancouver. Everyone agreed it had been a peachy
weekend,
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THE ASHLU
Summer, '62.

Tom Widdowson

Some of the graduate student members decided this
summer to explore the Ashlu valley, which is about the clo
sest unknown climbing country. The Ashlu is a major tribu
tary of the Squamish River, coming in from the north-west
just north of the Tantalus Range. The theory was that I
should collect botanical specimens. John Denton and I went
along on all the trips, Steve Lower and Lyman Gurney, on
some of them.
Ashlu-Squamish Ridge (July 31-Auq.3)
We hiked up the trail to the second cabin the after
noon of the 31st. I managing to get thoroughly soaked ford
ing a stream less than six inches deep. We found that
although the mountain itself is solid, there was quite a
lot of loose stuff sitting on top of it, approaching Shuksan
standards, We camped by the edge of the snowfield (6000'),
and went on to climb the highest of the nubbins around(about
7500'). Finding no evidence of anyone before us, we decided,
blushing slightly, to claim it as a first ascent, at any
rate, a first.
Next day, about three miles of glacier travel in
partial whiteout brought us to the next high point to the
north-west (close to 8000"). The ascent of this was easy
by the south ridge, at the junction of snow and rock, but
the immediate summit itself was a very narrow ridge of over
hanging rock. We called this a first ascent with a better
conscience. During a clear spell, we caught a glimpse of an
impressive pinnacle about thirty feet north of the summit
and fortunately about two feet lower. We did not conquer
it however, being a trifle rusty on the standing broad jump.
Sigurd Lake (Sept.15-16)
After a few rainy week-ends spent putting more
patches on our pants, we started out again. Not wishing to
get our hair wet crossing the Ashlu, we spent the afternoon
trying to find just the right tree to fell across it. Not
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finding the "right" one, we chose another which was, as it
turned out, definitely not the right one. Consequently, we
swam the thing after all, and were forced to make a rather
damp and lumpy campsite in the Pokosha creek-bed.
A trip up Pokosha would make an excellent course in
"Bushwacking 100": Special attention is given to Devil's
Club, snow-laid blueberry, and slide alder, but representa
tive situations involving salmonberry, azalea, slide maple,
dwarf mountain hemlock, and dwarf yellow cedar are also
presented." Dumping our packs, we pushed up to Sigurd Lake
by a dry creek bed to the left of the outlet. Sigurd Lake
is set at 5000*, close to the top of a mountain and is
overlooked only by Pelion and Ossa which are just the right
distance away to be photogenic
8

On our way back we resumed our studies in "Bushwack
ing 100", and it occurred to us that B.C. coast climbs
should have in addition to a classification for climbing
difficulty, a rating for bush. With this in mind, we prop
ose the "Oploplanax" coefficient", to be determined as fol
lows :
0

-4
= nz'u(x+l)
x 10
dz
dt
where,
n = mean number of Devil's Club thorns accumulated per per
son.
z' = total altitude lost crossing valleys, retrieving wrong
routes, etc., in hundreds of feet.
u

= horizontal distance covered in miles, below timberline.

x

= number of times watercourse being followed is crossed,
other than by bridge or cable.

dz
— = net rate of ascent in thousands of feet per hour.

We have not yet made any determinations of this
coefficient, except to estimate that it approached unity on
the Sigurd Lake trip.
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SCRAMBLES IN THE COAST RANGE
Summer '62

Dick Culbert

Have you ever seen such a summer for rain? Great
pregnant billows of misery rolling in off the Pacific with
the hopes of catching someone above timberline. The weath
ermen have come up with some weird explanation concerning
jet streams and nervous ionospheres, but that wasn't the
real reason. It all started when four students decided to
spend the summer climbing, prospecting, and gathering the
final information for the Coast Climbing Guide, and, as
many expeditions of the past have discovered, the coast
Range has a special agreement with the weather, Our adven
tures in the Bella Coola and Skeena countries happened
through all degrees of blow and blizzard.
Glenn Woodsworth Ashlyn Armour-Brown, Arnold Shives,
and Dick Culbert. This was the role-call of the insolubl.es
for the main summer's expedition. A government prospecting
grubstake warded off starvation with the help of ferns, net
tles and porcupines. Breakfast generally consisted of oat
meal and instant pudding which was cooked in the evening and
left to gel for a quick get-away come dawn.
t;

Our ascents ranged all the way from the mighty Mt.
Monarch to such low altitude novelties as The Pillar of
Pillar Lake, near Falkland. As these two stand at opposing
ends of our accomplishments, a comparison is interesting.
The first, Mt. Monarch, was on a major three week exploratory
expedition. It was a five-day pack-in along the fringe of
the great unexplored Monarch Icecap. There was a camp below
the Anarchist Icefalls and 7000' below the summit, then a
22 hr. day—powder on ice, bergshrunds, 250' lead, blizzards,
snow-blindness, unclimbed satellite towers, - a sea of crag,
ice, and chaos to the unmapped horizons.
In contrast, we drove almost to the base of The Pillar,
in the sun, through the trees and fishermen. Our foe was an
80' conglomerate filament capped by a ridiculous flat stone.
There was a belay by Woodsworth from 50' up an adjacent tree,
a sweat-variety lead by Culbert, a hold-your-breath movement
from under the capstone, and it was all over in half an hour,
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except for congratulations from the proprietors of Pillar
Lake Lodge on a first ascent.
Between these two ascent "types" the expedition
placed about 65 climbs, mostly first ascents, from Bella
Coola country, Howson Ranges, Seven Sisters and elsewhere.

*

*

*

*

*

SUMMER IN THE SELKIRKS
Summer '62.

Ken MacKenzie

Editor's Note — the following is a condensation of
the soon-to-be published book "Selkirk Backpack"
by Ken MacKenzie,
Las| summer Dr„ J. 0, Wheeler, Doug Craig, Nick Close,
Randy Harrison, Terry McCullough and I made a long climbing
trip into the Selkirk Mountains while working for the Geol
ogical Survey of Canada, The Survey kindly airdropped food
at various points, with the understanding that we would do
some geological field work on the days when weather was too
poor for safe climbing.
We started from Revelstoke June 4. By the next after
noon, it was raining. The weather plagued us continually
and we spent many days inside the tents. During lulls, we
traversed the ridges around camp, climbing any nearby
peaks,.....
From a diary - July 1
"Got supper on and tents up before being hit by
(a) thunder (b) lightening (c) hail (d) snow, - Now
snowing like hell - tent sagging - reinforced with
a rappel rope - It better hold because I'll be damn
ed if I'm going to move from this nice warm pit,"
A week or so later finds us on a ridge. I saw
some goats. As J, 0. was occupied, I took his cam
era and set out to shoot some goats, feeding on az
cliff a few hundred feet from us. The wind was
right. Stealthily I crept. The enemy was unaware.
I had them, ^eeee Haaawwkkkiinns! I leapt, brand
ishing the camera, shooting right and left, bound-
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ing down — bang! bang! - You're dead, you Saracens —
death to disbelievers. The enemy fled, completely demora
lized. A mile along the ridge and they were still- fledding.
And so we continued, tripping across glaciers,
breaking off cornices, glissading avalanche slopes, climb
ing as much as possible,
Rand Harrison, now looking like the heathen's heathen
had a close call when he slipped on aglissade, J. 0, manag
ed to stop him at the last moment.
As we had Nick Close along, we didn't have any
trouble with grizzly bears. He wrastled every one of them
up a tree, gave each a snort from his wineskin, and sent
him home.
And so, after all notable peaks had been climbed, as
well as Carnes Tower, we planned our retreat. On the way
out, the whole crew managed to climb Mt. Carnes, as well
as a few more unnamed peaks.
On July 19, when we were supposed to be out at Downie'Creek the weather, which had kept us in tents for two
days,previously, showed no signs of lifting. In fact, it
looked like snow, it smelt like snow, and, by George it
was snow-- for three more weeks. So we set off in the
fog, navigating by compass. Matter of fact, we navigated
so well, we were able to climb Mt-.. Standard before we
made it out, It sure was a rough summer.
*
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TALES FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
Summer, '62,

Marion Gardiner

Fat and stringy, tall and short, in numbers varying
from two to twenty, the Banff group was found trudging up
snow slopes, clawing up rock, glissading down ice falls,
forging rivers, skiing, or murdering pack rats. No chall
enge was too great or too small to tackle, and despite
adverse conditions they were, if nothing else, active.
1
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It started in May when "Sam" and I joined some Kimberley skiers at a deserted mine camp at Toby Creek in
the Windermere Valley. During the night we learned the
ski boots method of killing pack rats and during the day
our time was taken up on the "cheater" snow of Mt. Nelson.
"Sam" skied and I careened wildly behind until finally the
whole gang tumbled down the trail to the cars and headed
home,
May 20th found us at Parkers Ridge for the ski
race with Calgary friends and VOCers Sue Tatum, Dave and
Linda Kennedy, Don Lyon and Bill Tupper. We schussed,
cartwheeled, snowplowed and gelandesprong from dawn to
dusk, returning at last to the campsite to eat a huge
dinner and to patch up peeled and sunburned noses.
At the end of May "Sam" and I made an attempt at
the Finger of Ishabel. Snow made the going slow although
the rock climbing was excellent. Our disappointment at
failing to make the summit by only a few hundred feet was
forgotten when we ate supper and sang "Day-O" to the
Whiskey Jacks.
Foul weather could not be ignored in the first part
of June so we pulled the drawstrings on our waterproof
hoods a little tighter and tromped up Sulpher and Rundle.
Later in the month, after another influx of VOCers,
Ann Prevost, Karl Ricker, Carman Smith, Sue Tatum, myself
and others met at Moraine Lake campsite for a party in
honour of some people no one seemed to know. Next morn
ing, lethargy struck and we took an easy trip up Larch
Valley to Eiffel Peak (10,101). Bathed in brilliant
sunshine we gobbled lunch and watched a spectacular
thundering avalanche display between the cols of the
renowned Ten Peaks. Some skree climbing and rock scramb
ling put us on the peak where an orgy of shutter snap
ping ensued. Temple, Lefroy, Hungabee and the entire
Valley of Ten lay open to our view. When evening came
we reluctantly loaded with 8 VOCers, 7 packs and 1 guit
ar.
One Sunday in July Robin Beck and I rose early,
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downed breakfast at the Banff Springs Beanery and hitched
to mile 10 of the Jasper Highway. We were off to Mt.
Hector at the lateral moraine of the Hector glacier. Here
we ate lunch while viewing a panorama of snow capped peaks
and hanging glaciers and upon reaching the summit via the
glacier, we could look down on the chill blue of Hector
and Bow Lakes.
Meanwhile another group of VOCers were attempting
a new route to the West peak of Mt. Chephren (10,500). At
the Mistaya River the group was hauled tyrolean fashion
by the seat of their pants across a 216' cable. Leaving
the river, they struck off through the trees angling north
over the ridge running down from the main peak. From this
point they went to the south up the valley from an unnamed
lake below Kaufman Peaks and continued on snow and skree
to the summit. The reward for this effort was a spectac
ular view of Mt. Forbes, Mt. Columbia, Mt. Lyell and the
Mummery Group.
Long, fast glissades sped the descent with the party
splitting in two, the advance party hurrying ahead to make
dinner.
Despite noble efforts they managed to get lost and
so had to be "rescued" by the low group and led to camp by
11 p.m.
In August numerous Rocky Mountaineers decided to
attempt Sir Donald in Glacier National Park. We left camp,
situated beside a Grizzly bear trap, at about 5 a.m. and
reached the ridge below the rock peak before we were treat
ed to a spectacular thunderstorm. Flashing light, thunder
ous rumbles, and pelting rain forced our scrambled retreat,
A return trip to Sir Donald to "get that bloody
mountain" met with a similar end.
Ever dauntless, we tried a trip to the Bugaboos
where the weather disintegrated into a snow storm.
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Serious climbing was out of the question although we rlid
run up Crescent Spire and Crescent Tower for a look around.
In September fresh snow fell but the sun was out and
spirits quickly revived. VOC'ers including Jock Worthing,
Hallie Smith, Pete Benson, Kim Deane, Mike Barnes, Sandy
Lockhart, and "Sam" arrived in Banff. In the sunny days
left, climbing was a' la mode. "Sam" and I climbed
Yamnuska via the Grillmaier Chimneys. The Finger of Sawbuck was capped by Karl, Don and Bill Tupper, and visits
were made to the O'Hara area and Red Deer Valley. When
the larch trees turned to gold and the hills were splashed
with the reds of Autumn, we said farewell to the Rockies
for another summer.
TO BANFF, AND GOOD CLIMBING!
Sept. '62

Kim Deane

On Saturday, Sept. 1, Sandy Lockhart and Mike Barnes
set off for ten days of climbing. One hundred an^ seventyfive miles from Vancouver, Mike piped up, "Sandy, I forgot
my boots!" No one was disturbed by this, except Mike. At
Glacier the group volume was increased fifty per cent, by
the acquisition of Kim Deane, and the trio roared down
Gaglardi's latest inconvenience to Golden and Banff. There
began a great search to locate some or all of the VOC'ers.
Pure jazz at the Hotel Dormitory, but no Marion Gardiner;
nothing at the Alpine Club; pouring behind Otter Street,
and still no familiar cars. Finally in a seedy,shack, the
three wet wanderers unearthed their cohorts busy hexing
the Rockies' weather. These local "scree-scramblers", in
the various forms of Don Lyon, Karl Ricker, and the Bills
Tupper and Buckingham, recommended the Tower of Babel.
So,on Sunday, we set off to Moraine Lake and the trail
past the Tower. The diagram, copied from the VOC Journal
was, of course, wrong. We carefully missed the direct
ascent. We started up the gully as soon as we found it,
went along a ramp until it ended, then zagged along a
"goat path." Up several short walls, using three pitons
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for safety (ha!) we came to easier going. Having
reached the summit in four and a half hours, we came down
again in one hour by the easy west ridge.
Monday was clear, so Mike and Sandy churned their
way through rock and scree to the summit of Mt. Pinnacle
at the head of Larch Valley, Meanwhile, Don, Karl, Kim,
Bill and Bill climbed Mt. Bident, west of Consolation Pass,
near Moraine Lake. After a three hour tramp to the pass
and a trip along a shoulder, they reached the northeast
ridge of Bident; this provided easy scrambling. They came
to the famous black band, which was negotiated with the use
of much abusive language. Two gendarmes and a snow ridge
were crossed to the east face of the summit block. Then
through new snow to an indefinite rib and the lower summit.
Five minutes later they reached the main peak. After a
leisurely lunch and the snapping of hero shots, all des
cended by glissading a long couloir to the west of the peak.
Six hours up and three hours back, so "Old Pro" Buckingham
graded the route as a difficult three.
By Tuesday, the trio was too pooped to do much, so
after sleeping late, we did the Gonda Traverse near Banff,
with Mike leading over this fine technical pitch. The
Bugaboos were calling, however, and, hoping that the snow
would be gone, we headed west on Wednesday. We rearranged
the loads so they were more uncomfortable, and eventually
reached Boulder Camp. Thursday morning we trudged off to
the Crescent Boulder Col for a view of the area. Kim
wandered up Crescent Spire in twenty minutes, while the
others had lunch; then all traversed the ridge up Brenta
Spire without using the rope. The view, although the sky
was cloudy, was worth the climb.
Friday morning we awoke to find a foot of powder
snow covering the area. We paid for our one good day by
slipping, falling, and cursing our way down from Boulder
Camp (which is exactly as its name suggests), changed to
the driest of our wet clothes, and threw everything into
the back of Sandy Lockhart's station wagon. We were
finally off down Bugaboo Creek and floating back to
Vancouver.
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FALL IN GARIBALDI:
Sept. 6-7, '62.

AN ALPINE PARADISE
Tony Lyttle

It was a trip like all trips that fill and illuminate
our times - it rained.
The train ride to Garibaldi station was uneventful,
as was the climb over the Barrier, the night's stay at the
cabin and the hike back out the following morning. This
may sound like a quick trip. Well, it was.
Upon arrival at the Garibaldi cabin Jim and I were
welcomed in from the rain by the five dour occupants, in
cluding Jeanette (Pathfinder) and Sue. We discussed a
plan to climb Mt. Garibaldi the following day. As I should
have realised, this planning was doomed to liquidation.
Thus, by noon the girls persuaded us that the weather had
set in permanently and begged us to lead them back down
over the Barrier, So. So! After a hasty jaunt in the
pouring rain to the base of the Black Tusk we all headed
down,
The Barrier was gruesome. Rain lashed across our
faces, wind, knifed through our jackets and clouds rushed
up to obseure ,the route. Halfway down, Jeanette's pack
mysteriously left her back and bounced gaily from rock to
rock down on into the fog. Pathfinder hurtled down after
it. Both pack and woman disappeared into the murk. Lost;
one pack, one Pathfinder; conditions! wet, quite wet.
As soon as we reached the station the sky began to
clear. As it turned out, the next few days were rolling
in sunshine. Jim and I looked at each other. Right
then and there we decided never again to listen to what
a woman thinks about the weather. In fact I sometimes
think that we should never listen to what a woman thinks
about anything.
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MT. MANQUAM
Sept. 8-10, '62.

Steve Lower

Although it is the third highest peak in Garibaldi
Park and is surrounded by an icefield rivalling in size
the one around Mt. Garibaldi, Mt. Mamquam is not frequently
climbed. John Denton, Steve Lower and Tom Widdowson dis
covered why on the weekend of September 8-9.
We slept Friday night at the gate on the Diamond
Head road and were picked up at 6:30 a.m. Saturday by the
Jeep and driven to the Chalet (4800'). We followed the
road to Ring Creek and Garibaldi Neve. Crossing the crev
assed glacier to the East, we dropped down through a
heather-filled gully to Mamquam Lake, ate lunch, and des
cended through thick bush to Skookum Creek. The ascent
of the Mamqam Massif was begun from the NW. In 7 hours
we gained a net elevation of 200 ft, from our starting
point, and chose as our campsite some large, flat rocks
just below a snowfield at 5500 feet.
Fortunately, no one rolled over too far in his sleep,
and an hour's climbing the next morning saw us up over
the ridge which bounds the western edge of the huge ice
field. Playing hop-scotch with the narrow but numerous
crevasses, we passed Darling Peak and climbed the first
rock peak on the left, (no cairn, but probably not a
first ascent; no one has cared to admit making the same
stupid mistake that we did). The clouds soon parted
enough to reveal higher peaks to the East, but our next
peak was also a cairnless fake summit. Our third try was
finally "it", highest of the "n" peaks which make up Mam
quam.
After returning to high camp and beginning down, it
began to rain, and a slightly different route led us into
a nightmare of steep cliffs and rocky gullies, all covered
with horrible bush. After several hours' struggle we were
back at Skookum Creek. Arriving back at the Chalet at mid
night, we put an appropriate finish to the expedition by
camping 10 feet from the "no camping" sign at Elfin Lake.
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THE TRAIL TO SHUKSAN IS UP
Sept. 22-23, '62.

Gail Robinson

The annual "Shuksan Slaughter" occurred this year, as
always. Several hardy and foolish types turned up at the
campsite. Then and there the most enjoyable facet of the
trip became obvious - the odds were 4:1 in favour of the
chickadees!
At 3:30 a.m. Sunday, after a couple of hours spent
pondering over the double meanings in Miss Whitaker's
"nurse" jokes, the first parties started off to conquer the
10,127' mountain. After spending anywhere from 1 - 3 hours
on the first series of chimneys - depending on whether you
were in the right one or not - the crampon crusade began.
This was an enjoyable stroll over crevasses and 85 degree
ice slopes, ending at the rock base of Shuksan, about 9000!
By now the sun was shining beautifully and scorching every
one in the process.
A pleasant scramble up a thousand feet of rotten
rock slabs took the slaughtered Shuksaners to the summit
and a fabulous view of Baker, the valley, the American
border peaks, and even Mt. Cheam. However, the view was
not the only reward for reaching the summit; the VOC
tradition of kissing the girls was the real pay-off! When
the summit got too crowded (odds 10:2 for the chickadees),
the long haul back to camp began.
By Sunday night everyone was quite ready to begin
the last easy miles from the campsite to the cars - every
one but six nocturnes (odds 4:2 for the chickadees) some
where up there on the black cliffs. The other 19 wretched
people stumbled into Mt. Baker parking lot at 9:30 Sunday
night ..."we're enjoying ourselves"...(but the mud!)....
"we're having fun"...(my bloody blisters!)...."shut up, WE
HAD A WONDERFUL WEEKEND"
(my foot!).

TO THE MOUNTAIN
0 mighty mountain: in the summertime
You are the perfect setting for a climb,
Except, of course, when Sol's great sunbeams beat
And I am dehydrated by the heat,
Or when I lie outside on starry nights
And spend the evening counting 'skeeter bites.
But then, just 'round the corner, beckons Fall,
A season known and loved by climbers all
Except that very often when they camp
The ground is damp; they waken with a cramp,
And are obliged to hobble home again,
As like as not accompanied by rain.
But then there's winter, season of the snow,
When I and all my friends a-skiing go
Except that when the skiing season ends
1 note a marked depletion of my friends:
It seems that somehow when my buddies ski,
They all feel great attraction for a tree I
But wait! The fairest season comes - ah Spring!
A time when mountain climbing is the thing.
A time when howling winds begin to blow
And frantic parents beg you not to go.
A time when all those braver souls who do
Are sure to catch pneumonia or 'flu.
0 mountain, take in jest my playful rhyme,
In truth my greatest passion is to climb,
To climb and drink the wine-joy of your air,
To climb, as men have said, because you're there.
AN ADMIRER

